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01 MAY 2020 – Excess Mortality

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News, bringing you the latest 
Coronavirus updates.

START – CoronaVirus statistics update
Boris gives CV livestream: second CV spike would do longterm economic damage
EuroMomo: England has the worst CoronaVirus death rate in Europe…?
Attribution of deaths given as CoronaVirus even when it was not the cause
USA: deaths seem to be rising again – CV routinely listed as cause of death there too
CoronaVirus tests also list as positive result even if CV identifiers are not present
‘Unprecedented’ number of ‘Do Not Resuscitate’ orders for learning disabilities patients
This is eugenics by the back door…what’s driving up COVID-19 deaths…?
New York study: most COVID-19 patients placed on ventilators died
Why are figures so much worse in UK and USA…is something else going on…?
A look at non-lockdown deaths versus lockdown deaths
Non-lockdown Sweden is getting it right: herd-immunity works…
21 Wire article: why Sweden has already won the debate on COVID-19 ‘lockdown’ policy
InProportion Project: COVID-19 in proportion…? 1999 season was worse than now
UK levels of suicide have gone through the roof
How much longer will public compliance with the lockdown continue…?
Elon Musk: US lockdown measures are ‘fascist’ - calls to restore constitutional rights
36:50 – Alternative View 11 livestream available on UK Column website
MainStream Media being pushed in various quarters as ‘reliable, trusted’ source
Government partners with newspaper industry on COVID-19 ad campaign
UNESCO pushes out video to persuade parents to guide children how to spot fake news
Newspaper sales have tanked: public not buying the propaganda any longer
41:48 – Dr Knut Wittkowski: we don’t need a vaccine to get out of it – sorry Bill Gates
Dr Wittkowski: it’s a failure of the people to take control of the government…
Dr Wittkowski: spending more time outdoors is a form of containment
How are governments being ‘guided by the science’ if they ignore scientists…?
Bill Gates interview: I call this pandemic 1 – we need to be ready for pandemic 2…
Gates’ foreshadowing the future: we need to minimise the threat of bioterrorism…
Who elected Bill Gates to be the head of public health policy for the world…?



04 MAY 2020 – Lockdown: Reinventing Society

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – Another day in lock up: CoronaVirus statistics update
CoronaVirus international vaccine pledging conference begins today
Bill and Melinda Gates foundation is taking part…
Michael Gove: lockdown cannot end until people are vaccinated
Delusional: only a vaccine can save us…?
UK Column article: who controls the British government response to COVID-19…?
UK government secret plan to transform government, civil service & takeover businesses
Doctor’s surgeries to be nationalised…society to be reinvented…?
Expanding AI is key: many public sector and civil service jobs are to go 
Scotland has been the testing ground…now everyone is going to share it
A communist future: government to hold partial ownership in everything
Easing lockdown: scaling up our (CV) testing programmes
Population surveillance: ‘essential to understand the rate of infection…’
Contact tracing App offered to Isle of Wight residents as test bed
Bill Gates: when Bill met Teflon Tony, seeds of a grandiose scheme were sown
Is NHS data being harvested by Israel…?
HM government: the more we follow the rules, the sooner we’ll be reunited…
The Fusion Doctrine: 20,000 British military now heavily involved in CoronaVirus
All of this is being done with no accountability or oversight
Also, complete silence from MainStream Media on these matters
27:22 – Alternative View 11 livestream tickets available via UK Column website
Economy and finance: money printing levelling off…? $6.66 trillion is the number
The Hill: big banks are growing due to CoronaVirus – that’s an ominous sign
US ‘Federal Reserve’ now propping up the markets but not helping the real economy
Eurozone manufacturing has fallen further than ever before
Worldwide energy demand has fallen sharply since CoronaVirus scare
House prices to crash next…?
38:34 – Ask Your Question: you could have it answered at the next CV press conference
BBC: new ‘stirring up’ hate crime legislation put forward – ‘hate’ not defined
Spiked: the SNP’s war on free speech
National Review: Scotland swaps one blasphemy law for another
People never to be allowed to speak their mind again…
44:52 – The memory hole: Wayback Machine under intensive threat 
46:34 – The Health Protection (CoronaVirus, Restrictions) (England) regulations 2020
CV crisis being used for many other purposes behind the scenes and out of public view
50:00 – Sarah Vine (Michael Gove’s wife) Tweets photo of one of David Irving’s books
Daddy, what did YOU do when the state took all our freedom and rights away…?



06 MAY 2020 – Thou Shalt not VOVID Thy Neighbour’s Wife

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and Alex Thomson with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START - 43rd day of house arrest in the UK…CoronaVirus statistics update
Government ‘scientist’ Neil Ferguson resigns after breaking lockdown rules…
The Times tries to defend him ignoring his own advice: does he believe his rules…?
Another look at non-lockdown area death rates versus lockdown areas
UK Column viewer receives email from Neil Ferguson
Ferguson is relying on computer models rather than reality…
MainStream Media ignores large discrepancies in ONS CoronaVirus figures
Neil Ferguson: has he really resigned…?
Mirror: Matt Hancock shamelessly fiddled figures to reach CoronaVirus test targets
Matt Hancock: malfeasance in public office resulting in thousands of deaths…?
Kate Hoey: is it becoming automatic for CV as contributing to be put on death certs…?
Douglas Carswell: the big fall in infection rate happened BEFORE compulsory lockdown
Will parliament discuss these lies that have caused people to die…?
Mail: Dominic Cummings ‘intervened at SAGE meeting to push experts to back lockdown’
Still no discussion in parliament – backbench MPs are completely in the dark on the facts
SAGE: some members remain a secret to the public yet they have the UK locked up…
Why the British public needs to know every name on SAGE
Chief Scientific Advisor, Dept. for International Development: meet Charlotte Watts
Watts ties lead straight back to the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation…
SAGE: political interference not independence…is their advice really impartial…?
Who is really running the British government…?
28:15 – Europe: Austrian Freedom Party’s harsh criticism of government policy
Austrian Freedom Party: stop making this exceptional situation permanent
Italian veteran MP Vittorio Sgarbi: using deaths for rhetoric is terrorism
USA: Dallas salon owner sentenced to seven days in jail, ordered to pay fines
Dallas salon owner: feeding my children is not selfish…
36:03 – Alternative View 11 livestream tickets available from UK Column website
37:52 – NHS social distancing App now being piloted on the Isle of Wight
Authors of the App hold a master key for indentifying users…
Guido Fawkes: NHS App rebuttal and response
GCHQ granted access to NHS data as privacy concerns increase
GCHQ works closely together with Israeli military intelligence
48:09 – Guardian: UK making ‘impossible demands’ over Europol database in EU talks
Ian R. Crane is recovering well – hoping to be released soon



11 MAY 2020 – 5 Level Coronoavirus Alert System

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – CoronaVirus statistics update
Boris’ big message to the nation: new 5-level CoronaVirus alert system
Level 1 (no virus transmission): only possible with vaccination…?
Why has the description changed…to maintain public confusion and lockup…?
Scotland: Nicola Sturgeon completely confused by the numbers…
Civil Service AI: UK Column whistleblower reveals real CoronaVirus plans
Boris is now coercing UK public to accept CV house arrest and admitting it
Bill Gates: mastermind behind the ‘pandemic’ and ultimate vaccination plan…?
SAGE: using behavioural science to alter public perception and acceptance
Government ‘persuasion’: level of threat to be increased amongst complacent public
Government controlled ‘social disapproval’ and ‘enablement’
Rapidly produced report subject to ‘limited scrutiny and review’ - UK shutdown regardless
A deeply sinister agenda lies behind this…
UKC was warning about Applied Behavioural Psychology and Common Purpose in 2013
Thought control: David Cameron’s Big Society is the ultimate desired outcome
Murder: malfeasance in public office resulting in thousands of deaths in UK
Society, economy, government and constitution to be ‘repurposed’
Book recommendation: Edward Bernays – Propaganda (1928) 
Boris relaxes ‘rules’, rule-breakers face increased fines – rule definition confusing by design
How far we have fallen: Sir Robert Peel’s Principles of Law Enforcement 1829
Cambridge Dictionary: Police State – when government uses police to limit people’s freedom
35:33 – Alternative View 11 conference update from last weekend – Ian R. Crane at home now
Human Rights: a blank page…is the state taking on the position of the individual…?
Policy Exchange: legislating for the relaxation of the lockdown
Constant reversal of truth – black becomes white
The oldest laws are usually the best, having been agreed on by countless generations
Common Law: new articles to appear soon on UK Column website
Lockdown Sceptics article: code review of Ferguson’s model (on CoronaVirus)
Twitter fake accounts on the rise…77th Brigade working hard…?
52:19 – Scotland: VE Day celebration looks like North Korea
The Times: army of civilians could fight viruses and hackers
Article writer McDonald: clinging to 20th century idea of national security no longer tenable
RUSI: the Modern Deterrence project – war and peace merge
Mail Online: Queen quarantined indefinitely until a vaccine is found…
GP Frontline magazine uses war imagery with Soviet undertones
UK Column sign appears on roundabout near Inverness
Unforeseen consequences: what are children learning while at home with their parents…?



13 MAY 2020 – 50,000 UK Deaths How Many Caused by Lockup?

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and Alex Thomson with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – The UK government’s CoronaVirus (COVID-19) recovery strategy
50,000 UK excess deaths – how many have been caused by the lockup…?
Boris knows that Behavioural Insights team have been ramping up fear via the media
Sky News: care homes ‘almost compelled’ to take people who may have COVID-19
Bill Gates: ‘Pandemic 2’ happening in the imminent future – how does he know…?
Government able to label regular winter flu as CoronaVirus in future as it pleases…
New Joint Biosecurity Centre – meet centre head Tom Hurd (son of Douglas Hurd)
JBC has a vested interest in keeping the threat level high to maintain its existence
Douglas Hurd: fluent in Chinese & (along with Francis Maud) signed Maastricht Treaty
How is the UK government really being run…? Meet king Mark Sedwill
Government furlough scheme: the most expensive unemployment benefit on the planet
How will government raise the money to pay for all these benefits…?
A rapid re-engineering of government’s structure & institutions is underway…
Plymouth MP Johnny Mercer echoes government CV advice: advice becomes threat
Where is evidence for the benefit of social distancing and the two metre rule…?
Twitter: covert censorship on social media – Behavioural Insights team hard at work
The Lancet: monitoring BI related to CV – report links to World Health Organisation
32:57 – UK Column gets email from Australia on MainStream Media CV propaganda
China inspiring Italy…? Welcome to the New World Order…
Vanessa Beeley: children should not be deprived of censory contact
The minds of children are being damaged and depressed
Dutch dining alone…distancing in Germany with plastic head bubble
Mail Online: ‘bubble’ socialising could start from next month…
Public identify the danger of an unsubstantiated science label
40:35 – Genomics England commissioned to sequence whole genomes of CV patients
Gordon & Sarah Brown: global leaders demand G20 task force to co-ordinate CV response
Soros seizes the moment: CoronaVirus endangers the survival of ‘our’ civilisation
The Post by UnHerd: has Germany just blown up the Eurozone…?
Soros suggests issuing consolidated bonds – never to be fully repaid
Beware the subscription model…
47:51 – Cabinet Office effectively running the UK government: non-executive directors…
Directors are usually only involved in corporations…is government now a corporation…?
Common Purpose connections and lobbying organisations in the heart of government
What does the Cabinet Office really do…should it even exist…?



15 MAY 2020 – Restarting the NHS

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News, bringing you the latest 
Coronavirus updates.

START – CoronaVirus statistics update: DEFCON 4
Still no details published in UK and Netherlands relating to recoveries…
Public Health England graphic shows cases declining – why are we still locked up…?
Abbott pharma approved by PHE to undertake antibody tests
USA: Fauci warns of ‘suffering and death’ if US reopens too soon
Where does CoronaVirus ‘second-wave’ theory come from…?
Unelected health officials are now running our countries…is CV seasonal…?
Any future flu-like illness can be labelled as CV…what is the real lockup agenda…?
Tens of millions of people worldwide are now on government welfare
Public will be expected to pay for the damage inflicted by government decisions…
Sadiq Khan demands government money to keep Transport for London open
Union activities now involve promoting safety above jobs
Unison: NHS to avoid all other illnesses except CoronaVirus…?
National Education Union: we will not back the wider opening of schools if unsafe
CoronaVirus allows a dangerous precedent of vast social engineering to take place
GMB Union: advice may leave good employers undercut by bad bosses
Unions pushing that it’s unsafe to go back to work – where is the science behind this…?
26:51 – USA: Jeff Bezos (Amazon etc.) is on track to become a trillionaire by 2026
US billionaires saw wealth grow by 9.5% between March 18 and April 10…
WEF Davos: how the Fourth Industrial Revolution can help us beat COVID-19
The CV virus is accelerating the use of AI and robots, restricting future jobs
Academia is loaded with Marxist academics but Marxist thinking is stuck in 1920…
33:19 – Finance: Office for Budget Responsibility – the dead cat bounce
The lockup economic collapse: increased unemployment & huge public borrowing
OBR: Public Sector Net Debt 2020-21: 95.8% of UK GDP
USA: ‘rolling shock’ as job losses mount even with reopenings
This is not a recession it is a depression by design
39:15 – UK government decision to lockdown: the people must pay…
We will have massive debt and massive continuing austerity 
Food security: are we cutting food too fine with our just in time supply chain…?
How long can this nonsense continue…?
43:10 – 21 Wire: Wisconsin’s CV lockdown order struck down by State Supreme Court
Do we have a scientific dictatorship or a democracy…?
77th Brigade: 20,000 members of the armed forces available at any time…
Peter Bone MP: the most important announcements of policy should be made in parliament
Why is Boris making announcements to the public without parliamentary oversight…?
CoronaVirus deaths seem to be much higher near to centres of world power…
MainStream Media: government propagandists all providing exactly the same message
UK Column article: COVID coercion – Boris Johnson’s psychological attack on the UK public



18 MAY 2020 - £84 Million Astrazeneca up to 100 Million Doses
£38 Million Rapid Deployment Doses for Entire Population

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – CoronaVirus good news: new symptoms to look out for
AstraZeneca awarded licence to supply Oxford Vaccine Group vaccine when ready
OVG: paediatrics, clinical vaccine research & immunisation education…
Vaccine Manufacturing and Innovation Centre gets £38m for rapid deployment
Will there be vaccine testing…will the vaccine testing include double-blind tests…?
BioBank: improving the health of future generations…? Are vaccines safe…?
Bill Gates points out that government intervention may be needed with indemnity…
UK government: vaccines are safe…as it bails out big pharma
The new (ab)normal: where does the 2 metre distancing rule come from…?
The distance is arbitrary: Germany using 1.5 metres, some places using 1.2 metres
There seems to be no science behind this and resuscitation (CPR) is badly affected
Expelled moisture droplet research is very confusing and makes little sense
Public confusion is almost guaranteed by this mis-information
There is no basis for any change in our behaviour…
The Precautionary Principle: used for CoronaVirus…but not for 5G or vaccines
NHS staff wear the same uniform to and from work as they use in ‘sterile’ wards…?
BBC buries the truth of CoronaVirus recoveries
30:51 – Sweden not in lockdown: mortality cases show a downward trend…
College of Policing: government guidance is not enforceable
Police Scotland has to backtrack on public fines
The Times: all charges under new CoronaVirus act are unlawful
Public memes on social media against lockdown (lockup) are growing
36:04 – Security guards deployed in rail stations to control people
Unions continue to support lockdown rather than supporting workers
The aim seems to be to destroy the economy but banks will do very nicely…
Mark Sedwill urged to quit role as civil service chief and focus on CoronaVirus
The Slog: Sir Mark, his minions & the shadow state now in control of Britain
A civil war coming in the civil service…?
44:32 – Ex-diplomat Craig Murray charged with contempt over Alex Salmond’s trial
Independence supporters who publically backed Salmond now being pursued…
Kenny MacAskill says ‘dark forces’ involved in trial of Alex Salmond
50:18 – RTE (Ireland): the importance of porn literacy for young Irish people
Exactly the same thing has been happening in Scotland…this is no coincidence
UNESCO Education 2030 agenda: to ‘eradicate poverty’… using pornography
COVID-19: a parting shot – fascism, know the signs



20 MAY 2020 Cabinet Office Structure

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Ellis with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – A closer look at the British government of occupation & the deep state
CoronaVirus excess mortality rate – mosty due to lockdown…
Asda supermarket now talking about ‘virtual queuing’
University of Cambridge not holding classes – offers ‘virtual study’ instead
Allergies cause Anosmia – Britain’s CMO suggests it as a new CV symptom
Life has ceased to exist and the majority of the population give their consent to it…
British government: who is really governing the country…?
Tobias Ellwood MP: a 77 Brigade reservist supposedly holding them to account
British king Mark Sedwill: deep connections with 77 Brigade & Integrity Initiative
77 Brigade: meet Lieutenant Colonel Rupert Burridge
Who regulates the spying activity of 77 Brigade on the UK public…?
Is a British Army Brigade now engaged in surveillance of the UK public…?
This is effectively a coup at the centre of the British government…
Who is Lt Col Rupert Burridge…? A man of mysterious professional pedigree
Lt Col Burridge: fixing anyone who dares challenge CoronaVirus…?
Why is the British military being used against the domestic population…?
British Army 6th Division ‘hybrid warfare’ - the biggest division in the British Army
Who else is meddling in UK affairs…?
This is a Soviet/East German model being used…it needs to be stopped
38:45 – Counter-Terrorism and Sentencing Bill introduced to parliament today
Our first duty is to keep people safe…
A court can find any offence with 2-year or more penalty to have a terrorist connection
Together with a paramilitary force this gives the state a monopoly on violence
41:44 – US DoS: Taiwan’s exclusion from the World Health Assembly
US steps up all-out pressure on China – where does this leave the UK…?
Iran’s fuel shipments to Venezuela face US threat
F-35 plane faces parts problems after Turkey’s expulsion from scheme
Rolls Royce proposes major reorganisation to address medium-term impact of CV…
China: a pretext to war while we are still doing big business deals with them
Massive turbulent geopolitics is happening while everyone is under house arrest



22 MAY 2020 – Boris and Gates

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News, bringing you the latest 
Coronavirus updates.

START – Boris holds telephone call with Bill & Melinda Gates…
Oxford Vaccine Group and Astrazeneca given £65m to create CV vaccine
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority adds a further $1 Billion
The new Gravy Train: biomedical research – awash with (taxpayer-funded) grants
Romania: one third of Romanians would refuse Covid-19 vaccine…
What is the real agenda behind investing these vast sums of money…?
Social media trends being carefully monitored to assess public reaction
The Spectator: Stanford study suggests CoronaVirus might not be as deadly as flu
Infection Fatality Rates grossly overstated by WHO and Imperial College
Lowest IFR: Kobe, Japan (0.02%)…highest IFR: Geneva (0.5%)  
What is the justification for the continued lockup…?
Economic effects are starting to bite: PAYE and VAT income falls sharply
Bank of England looking at the possibility of negative interest rates…
US government has dumped $10 Trillion on ‘Federal Reserve’ balance sheet
The cost of lockup is compounding every day – who will pay…?
Why are politicians allowing the complete collapse of western economies…?
Jack Dorsey (Twitter) donates to Humanity Forward CoronaVirus Relief Fund
Money to be used for Universal Basic Income pilot scheme…
20:03 – MainStream Media: newspaper circulation is plummeting
MSM is now being kept afloat by government – using taxpayer funds
How can the MSM hold government to account when they are paying the bills…?
23:51 – Schools: UK teachers union strikes over ‘safety fears’
Swedish schools have not closed – no apocalypse…
BMA supports teachers unions on schools not reopening quoting Chinese study
CEBM: the risks of Covid-19 transmission in children are low
What science are we being guided by…science fiction…?
France: COVID-19 cases confirmed in 2019 using three categories
32:00 – USA: President Trump caves to pressure on masks
Are masks useful or just adding to the dangers…?
Pro-lockdown propaganda: Georgia’s experiment in human sacrifice
21 Wire: Washington residents who refuse COVID test to be placed under house arrest…
The backlash against politicians will be massive with contact tracing still to come
Why are fatality rates so high in UK and USA…?
Ohio judge: state’s Covid-19 lockdown ‘arbitrary, unreasonable and oppressive’
US CDC: CoronaVirus spread is unlikely on surfaces
WHO propaganda: dirty banknotes may be spreading CV – cashless society ahead
43:26 – David Noakes (GcMAF cancer treatment) arrested again – secret hearing…
46:23 – Tobias Ellwood (77 Brigade) in a massive conflict of interest
48:11 – Boris doubles down on 2 metre rule…Nigel Farage goes on a boat trip
French Navy handing off migrants to British Navy…?
Britain and France driving for defence union…
Venezuelan rep to UN: not the first time that BoE has acted as a looting agent…



25 MAY 2020 – OASIS: Operational Applications of Special Intelligence Systems

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and David Scott with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – Dominic Cummings: resisting the toxic press
Why was Cummings at Barnard Castle…?
Craig Murray under a lot of pressure for asking the same question
The British government: more and more, the people know nothing…
NHS collates data from symptom-tracker Apps
Apps send data forward to JHUB and on to NHSx
Military connection: JHUB is the innovation unit for Joint Forces Command
The Fusion Doctrine in full view spying on the public – public is now the enemy…?
Oxford University Professor Adrian Hill: COVID-19 is disappearing too fast…?
SPI-B (behavioural science): we must secure adherence to the control measures…
Secrecy: why are discussions and decisions being make behind closed doors…?
The future government: group psychology…
Scotland is the testing ground for this new form of ‘government’
Who is actually running Britain’s Government of Occupation…?
18:57 – Bubbles: what is the New Zealand model…?
Boris suggests greater ‘social contact’ to be allowed
Oxford Department of Sociology: meet Mr ‘Bubbles’
Mr Bubbles and friends: aiding compliance on a ‘post lockdown world’
Meet Mr Bubbles’ friends – is the lockdown intentional…?
Peter Hitchens: we will not be free people again…
The word ‘lockdown’ is from prison terminology – we are all inmates
Tobias Ellwood: government entering the most complex phase of biggest emergency since WW2
To permanently change society: the unofficial government mission
USA: San Francisco social distancing markings: circles in the grass
Child traumatism: children should not be deprived of sensory contact
A free country: we are all being treated like children…
34:54 – David Noakes (GcMAF) contact details available online
Public debt: BoE needs to think the unthinkable to rescue the economy
The Guardian: save the economy by borrowing…
Bank of England: leading the country into another Great Depression
39:00 – Traffic Scotland government propaganda: stay home, protect the NHS, save lives
Scotland: STV News gets children to thank First Minister (Sturgeon) for keeping them safe
Welcome to North Korea…outrage ensues
The National: Nicola Sturgeon’s 21st birthday message boosts student’s spirits
43:01 – Sex education: WHO Regional Office for Europe releases guidance…
The education system is corrupting children
SNP consider ‘desperate’ plan to ask richest Scots to pay £1m each for university bailout
Lily of St. Leonards: universities have been running a Ponzi scheme…
University to remove stone pledging free tuition fees unveiled by Alex Salmond
47:30 – Hope: not everyone accepts lockdown…
Coffee Club offers coffee upgrade in exchange for downloading COVID-19 App…



27 MAY 2020 – Let’s Take our Planet Back

Brian Gerrish, Mike Robinson and Alex Thomson with today's UK Column News, bringing you the 
latest Coronavirus updates.

START – CoronaVirus statistics update – quasi house arrest continues
Lockdown deaths continue to rise – no analysis from the MainStream Media…
CV already in Northern Italy in October 2019…but no-one wants to hear that
Meet Mr Bubbles (Per Block): the man modelling the future lockdown
Meet Block’s team: who is Marion Hoffman…?
BBC: CoronaVirus – abusers target children online in lockdown
Police allege that BBC and wider MSM will not report alarming 500% increase…
Guardian: Barrow MP calls for calm after protests over rape claims case
Police conduct year-long investigation: no evidence of grooming gangs in Barrow
The case is supported by GMP grooming whistleblower Maggie Oliver
Lockdown damaging mental health of students and children – silence from the MSM
United Nations New World Order Project: Let’s take our planet back…
The project has been operating for ten years with no public interaction until now
Mandela’s grandson Ndaba & Jaime Illien at the helm – with no previous experience
UN NWOP website domain owned by Illien Global: happiness for all
Illien Global founded by establishment of Illien Adoptions International Inc.
Meet Jaime Illien and his almost unbelievable resume…
An ideology: these people see themselves as leaders who will guide us all
Blavatsky and Alice Bailey’s teachings being used again leading to communism
Resentment & unhappiness being made universal so people cry out for change…
27:30 – Dominic Cummings under attack now from Tim Laughton (Con)
Laughton is clueless as to what is really happening in government
BBC aires Cummings statement but subtitles do not match Cummings’ narrative…
Dominic Cummings blog: the repurposing of government – Moloch appears
High Performance People versus the Monkeys or Untermenschen…?
Moloch, Chronos and Saturn – the modern equivalent of child sacrifice is abortion
Separating the mind from feelings…
Tavistock Institute: Corona-time notes – the virus of horror
Book recommendation: Daniel Estulin – Tavistock Institute
Tavistock Institute: involved with psycho analysis and psycho therapy of the masses
Some very sinister stuff is happening in the halls of power…
42:18 – David Noakes (GcMAF) contact details
Germany: Constitutional Court case ongoing against the EU
European Commission 10 May: threat of infringement proceedings against Germany
ECB preparing to buy out Germany’s share in multi-billion bonds purchase scheme
Retired Dutch politicians starting to say they have to get rid of the Euro now
What is going on with the EU at the moment – can it survive…?
49:33 – The people’s passport: digital health passports being heavily pushed
This follows the Chinese model for tracking us all…
YouTube channel for consideration: Jason Goodman



29 MAY 2020 – Test Trace, Here’s How it Works

Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News, bringing you the latest 
Coronavirus updates.

START – No freedom: lockdown still stands at level 4…
The new lockdown – a whole load more dictats from government on the people
Chancellor of the Exchequer aiming to destroy the economy completely…?
Restructuring the economy: furlough scheme only delaying inevitable lay-offs…?
Mortgage (death pledge) payment holidays under review
Public not welcome: Premier League football to be restarted with fake crowd noise
CoronaVirus-related deaths dropping – particularly at weekends…
CoronaVirus second-wave still has not materialised anywhere in the world
Boris: transmission level far lower outside so we can allow more interaction outside
Is continued lockdown justified as the country slowly collapses…?
NHS releases Test and Trace: initially to be voluntary…
This follows the Chinese system and allows anonymous persons to report others…
What tests are planned…? Will ‘game changer’ antibody test work…?
CoronaVirus will become an endless gravy train for big pharma
BBC: NHS app paves the way for ‘immunity passports’
The New Normal: a chaotic, arbitrary moving status…?
All of this is based on computer models not reality…
28:55 – David Noakes (GcMAF) prison contact details
The COVID-19 accelerometer dashboard – another inaccurate model
The R-number: lockdown started when infection figures were already falling
Dr John Lee: models generating R are less reliable than long-range weather forecasts
Dr Sunera Gupta: I don’t think R can be calculated without knowledge of immunities
Computer modelling: based on elaborate assumption…
Infections and hospitalisations already peaked on March 18
The COVID exponential myth
45:09 – Matt Hancock: guided by ‘the science’ (fiction)
Is the government suffering from Dunning-Kruger effect…?


